
General Tie Down Assessment: 
 
Lake Spaces: 
These anchors are varied and unknown.  In 2012, the spaces involved in the bank stabilization project 
received galvanized screw anchors. 
 
Echo Parking: 
These anchors consist of duck bills installed during the construction of Echo Parking.  A chain was 
attached to the top of the cable and a mortar was poured around it to seal the opening.  In many cases 
the mortar has separated from the surrounding asphalt, however, the integrity of the tie down is intact.   
Echo parking construction began in 2003. 
 
Alpha, Bravo, Lake Hood Boat House Ramp, Lake Hood Annex, Delta Parking, Lake Hood Strip: 
These tie down anchors were installed prior to 2001.  Typical anchors include duck bill style or buried 
concrete blocks.  Some anchors have been replaced with galvanized 48” screws.  The installation of the 
galvanized screws began in the summer of 2011.  
 
Tie Down Maintenance: 
 
Lake Spaces 
The permit holders of lake spaces will be responsible for acquiring and installing tie down anchors for 
installation in the water and on the shore.  The airport may assist permit holders installing their anchors 
if requested.  In some cases the airport may not be able to assist due to obstacles that prevent access 
for the required equipment.  It will be the permit holder’s responsibility to call for locates prior to the 
installation of anchors. 
 
Wheel Spaces (Alpha, Bravo, LHD Boathouse, Annex, Delta, Hood Strip, Echo) 
It will be the permit holder’s responsibility to inspect their anchors and notify the airport of 
discrepancies or concerns.  The airport will test or replace anchors when notified of concerns. The 
permit holder will be responsible for relocating their aircraft to allow the work to be accomplished.  If 
the anchors are not able to be replaced due to frozen ground conditions the permit holder may request 
an alternate space or utilize a weighted tie down until such time the replacement of the anchor can be 
accomplished.  The weighted tie down will be the responsibility of the permit holder. 
 
 


